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Presenter
Presentation Notes
5-10 minutes longHow does Wawa fit into the growing foodservice at C-stores?What are our challenges and how do we overcome them? What are the motiviations behind our decisions?Focus on the following:MillenialsLocal, HealthySustainableFair tradeWho is Wawa?-2 minutesWho is our consumer? Segmentation study-1 minuteGo getters?How do we placate that consumer? Flavor screeners, looking at different customers-3 minutesSuccessful Millenial-esque items: Panini, Kale and Quinoa SaladNew items: BTO salads, coffee, etc.Challenges: need to please everyone, price (use chicken strips? Mac and cheese?), speed, convenience, skill level of associatesStick with core competencies, sandwiches and coffeeHealthy menu/strategy-3 minutesChallenges, what we may be consideringWhat we’ve done (call-outs, vegetarian)Express case items, fresh daily delivery5 year healthy planInnovation process? Where do we get our ideas, arrows with “Marketplace” “External Factors” “Trends” “Wawa” etc.Use Chris’s presentation, start with the pillar of productComing to the end of the 5 year health plan, we are exploring what is the next five years for WawaPotential questions: Beer



• Overview of Wawa 
 
• Methods of Innovation 
 
• Strategy for Health and Wellness 
 
• Key Challenges 

 
 

Agenda 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer segments is also about how we market to our customers and how we reach themMention remodels? Atmosphere is importantConsumers-where we need to focus on our items. A large segment is interested in new and exciting products, but another has no interest at all, more about convenience, and then others that do want more exciting and healthful offerings, but are also extremely price sensitive.



Who is Wawa? 

• More than a Convenience Store 
• Known for  

- Family-like atmosphere 
- Built-to-order fresh food 
- Competitive fuel pricing 
- Community devotion 
- Emotional connection with customers 

• Wawa = Native American word for 
Canada Goose 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Might not know what a Wawa is, especially if you are outside of the Philadelphia Market.In short we are a neighborhood c-store with a family like atmosphere, built to order fresh food and beverages, and fuel.But we also take pride in connecting with the communities that we operate in and one of our main goals is to create emotional connections with our customers, especially since we see many of them each and every day.In addition to providing quality food, it is this connection to the community that also speaks to the needs of Millenials, who are looking for ways to help their community



Who is Wawa? 

• Privately held; all stores 
company owned 

• 6th largest coffee retailer 
• 1.9% all fuel sold in U.S. 
• #38 – Forbes Annual 

Ranking of Private 
Companies 

• 23,000 associates 
• 700 stores 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some additional facts about Wawa.We’re privately held and all stores are company ownedToday, our unique brand of convenience can be found in more than 700 stores in six states in PA, NJ, MD, DE, VA and central FL.We have more than 23,000 associates many of whom are associate owners through our ESOP.



Plan for Strategic Growth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve talked a bit about what the heck Wawa is, let’s get into how we look at creating a restaurant quality menu in the c-store space.I’d like to start by speaking about our company as a whole, because we’re not just about food.We feel that our purpose as a company is to Fulfill our customer’s lives every day, which is more than selling, serving or simplifying our customers lives. And that purpose connects to our business through People, Product, and Place that shape our strategy and business plans. Food, which is what we are concerned with today, falls under our pillar of ProductMR Presentations: Insights



Finding our Blue Ocean 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We based our most recent strategy off of a book called the Blue Ocean Strategy. And what that means is creating a new demand in an uncontested market space or a “Blue Ocean” vs. competing head-to-head with others in an existing industry.We feel that we found our Blue Ocean by having food, fuel, and convenience exist all under one roof.But as the competition for share of stomach intensifies, we are constantly looking to push the boundaries and stay in the Blue Ocean.



• Small format is “in” 
• Speed, Mobility  
• Connecting locally 
• Snacking 
• Customizable 
• Healthy/Fresh 

Consumer Behaviors are in our Favor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right now we’re in a great place to keep finding that Blue Ocean because everyone is starved for time and that is significantly changing consumer behaviorIt just so happens that the small format is very much “in” and consumers are looking for something fast and convenientAgain, Millenials are looking for connections to their community, and we try to do this by giving back to those that we operate in.Snacking is in and just about everything we have could be considered a snackCustomization is one of the top trends, and that is a space that we have been operating in for years with our built to order sandwichesAnd we have fresh daily delivery of our baked goods, breads, and produce, as well as our extensive offer of grab and go salads and healthy snacks.



Fresh Food and Beverage Strategy 

Create New 
and 

Compelling 
Fresh Food 

and 
Beverages 

Fresh Food & Beverages 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Base off of all of this, our purpose, our strategy, and the fact that consumers are giving us license to push the boundaries of our space, we are constantly on the journey to create new and compelling fresh Food and Beverages.



The Wawa Consumer 

The 
Wawa 
Coffee 
Consumer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People that look alike do not behave the same wayUse products, a coffee user can be split into many ways, not all coffee users are not alike, just like millenials are not all alike (representation of different people and lifestyles, ie a suit, jeans, tattoos, college)That’s all great to know what we’re trying to do, but how are we going to achieve it?We started by really taking a look at our consumerOne of the biggest challenges we have is that, because we have fuel, lottery, ATM, tobacco, and other convenience store staples in addition to food, we have to consider just about everyone as our customer. But we had to do something to get a handle on what we were looking atWhat we found was that it’s not just about the demographics of our customer. Because people within the same age and other demographic groups make different buying decisions based and their stage of life, the economy, and other factors.What we looked at instead was how people used us and tried to classify them into a few large buckets.Large percentage of our customer base can be grouped into three buckets. Those who use us because we’re convenient, those who use us because we offer high quality at a lower price, and those that Everyone is our consumer, cover all demographics from Gen Z to Baby BoomersHigher percentage of women rather than a regular convenience store, We’re part of the neighborhood, friendly environmentSegment on behaviors and products rather than demographics, both for particular categories and then for those categories at WawaTake out pictures from wheel slideWe had to balance everything, not just food, fuel, tobacco, lottery, etc.What do people need in the moment?Marketing Research Presentations: CSPMarket space is highly competitive, challenging competition slide



Idea to Innovation 

New Platforms Innovation of Existing Brands 

Internal 
Brainstorming 

Consumer 
Research Project Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have a bit of a better grasp on our consumer, we can start to figure out what those compelling food and beverage offerings are.We are influenced by and take ideas from a variety of placesWe look at what is going on in our marketplace, from our fellow c-stores all the way up to fine diningThere are external factors to take into account, things that our team can’t control like the price of gas or the avian flu outbreakWe also pay careful attention to trends in both food and beverage and where they are within the trend cycle. And finally we always keep tabs on the performance of our current offerAll of those ideas go through a number of filtersWe have our own internal brainstorming process where we take into account the level of quality and trendiness  of the idea and then were we want Wawa to be in that particular category.There are several research tools that we use to vet and piroritize, including consumer surveys and sensory testing.And then we also have our project planning process where we have to look at the idea from an operational perspective. The more multi-use a new ingredient can be, the better.All of that goes into creating new platforms, as well as bringing new innovation to our existing brands.Level of quality and sophistication for wawa, trendiness, balancing # of new ingredients with familiarInnovate 12-18 months ahead (at least)Use tools like benchmarking, trend curves, articlesInnovation process? Where do we get our ideas, arrows with “Marketplace” “External Factors (price of gas, economy, where are people spending money, price of tobacco, avian flu” “Trends” “Wawa” etc.New platformsMilkshakesBTO saladsMade to Order artisan coffeePaninisKale and Quinoa saladStay in touch with consumerSurvey toolsSensoryFlavor screensConcept screens



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Integrate into future 
store design for larger 
scale platforms  

• Look beyond making our 
current products fit and 
put innovative ideas to 
action 
 

 
 

• Classified competitive 
landscape 

• Surveyed wawa.com 
users 

• Evaluated brand 
perception 

• Learned from experts 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 500 Calorie or Less menu 
for Built to Order 

• Express Item symbol 
− Follows 500 Calorie or 

Less guidelines 
• Updated nutrition 

software on Wawa.com 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Innovate with intent 
− Reduce sugar and 

sodium 
− Clean up ingredient 

statements 
− Investigate trend-

forward claims 
• Leverage Digital Signage 

and Social Media 

Strengthen Build Integrate 

       

Benchmark 

Q2 2013 

Q2 2014 

A Strategy for Health and Wellness: 
2012-2016 

2012 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the major trends that we’ve all been following is Health and WellnessBack in 2011, we realized that, while we did offer items that would be considered healthy, we were not making it easy for our customers to find and it was not a part of our focus for food and beverage.We started on a 5 year plan to understand the healthy trends to build a foundation for the overall strategy of handling healthy productsIn 2012, the team completed research and benchmarked Wawa against competition.  In 2013, we put the foundation in place by making it easier to find our existing healthy items by launching an “Under 500 Calories” option on our ordering touchscreens.  We also started to callout calories where applicable on express items.    We then began a more focused effort to improve our nutritionals where possible by reducing sugar and sodium and trying to make sure that new items had cleaner ingredient statements. We also began to leverage exisiting categories that are considered healthy and feature them more frequently in our advertising.The next steps are complex in that we are exploring how to integrate a “health and wellness” offer into our future offer.  As I mentioned, space is always an issue, but we are in the works of testing new product lines like BTO Salads and Fresh Juicing to see if these are viable offers moving forward.  When we started to look at more of the health halo trends, we realized that we really needed to build the foundation for an overall strategy for handling healthy products.Back in 2012, we started researching and benchmarking with our competition and health experts as well as our customersLast year, we put the foundation in place by making it easier to find our existing healthy itemsNow we are in the process of building our offer and creating a strategy to target the trends in the futureWe are also exploring how to integrate this in the design going forward with platforms such as Juicing, BTO Salads, and even the test Roasted Chicken platform.That was more about health trends and our strategy to handle them. Q



A Strategy for Health and Wellness: 
Beyond 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same challenges as other products. 



• Price 
• Speed 
• Convenience 
• Skilled Labor 
• Consistency 
• Space 
• Supply & Availability 

 
 

 

Key Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
need to please everyone, price (use chicken strips? Mac and cheese?), speed, convenience, skill level of associatesStay within core competenciesTurn parking spots like restaurants turn tablesConvenience: touch screen, ordering and then being able to pay and shop store, one shop stoppingForm and funciton of packaging



 
 

 
Thank you! 
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